How f0 and phrase position affect Papuan Malay word identification
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Abstract

This paper reports a perception experiment on Papuan Malay, an Eastern Indonesian language for which phrase prosody is largely underresearched. While phrase-final f0 movements are the most prominent ones in this language, it remains to be seen to what extent they signal phrase boundaries (demarcating) or whether they contribute to the prosodic prominence of words in that position (highlighting). Crucially, it is unclear whether these functions can actually be teased apart. In an attempt to investigate this issue, a word identification experiment was carried out using manipulated and original f0 word contours in phrase-medial and phrase-final positions. Results indicate that Papuan Malay listeners recognize words faster in phrase-final position, although the shape of the f0 movement did not significantly affect response latencies. The outcomes are discussed in a typological perspective, with particular attention to Trade Malay languages.

Index Terms: prosody, word recognition, f0, intonation, Papuan Malay.

1. Introduction

Intonation research has often distinguished two major types of f0 movements, depending on their linguistic function (e.g. highlighting and demarcating). For example, autosegmental-metrical approaches separate pitch accents from boundary tones (e.g. [1]) and prosody transcription methods have distinguished prominences from boundaries (e.g. [2]). These distinctions are based on the idea that f0 movements either contribute to the highlighting of particular words in a phrase (pitch accents, prominences) or to the marking of phrase edges (boundary tones, boundaries). While this divide has been maintained for many languages (e.g. [3],[4]), it is challenging in practice to tease apart the source of f0 movements as boundary- or prominence-linked, a difficulty that has sparked debates about the analysis of prominence in many languages ([5],[6]). While taxonomy decisions have been largely based on production data, perception experiments potentially also provide insight into the source and function of f0 excursions. More generally, psycholinguistic studies can inform our understanding of the role of f0 and other boundary-associated properties as perceptual landmarks (e.g. [7]).

One group of language varieties beset by analytic indeterminacy surrounding the source of f0 movements is the prosodically underresearched family of (Trade) Malay variants. The only empirical study available for one variety, Ambonese Malay [8], concluded that this language does not make use of pitch accents and does not mark focus prosodically. The commonly observed rise-fall f0 movement in phrase-final position was analysed as a boundary tone with a loose alignment to the segments; i.e. somewhere around the boundary between the final two syllables in the phrase. Although Manado Malay is closely related to Ambonese Malay, it was analysed as a language that marks subject-, object- or verb-focus distinctions using f0 [9]. It should be noted that no acoustic analysis was carried out to confirm this conclusion.

Papuan Malay, another Trade Malay variety, is spoken by over 1 million people in the West-Papua and Papua provinces of Indonesian [10]. It has been more thoroughly researched, but questions still remain about the functions of its phrase prosody. Native listeners who annotated prominences and boundaries in short phrases showed agreement in identifying the position of the latter rather than the former [11], suggesting that boundary demarcation rather than prominence marking is the core prosodic function of f0 (cf. Ambonese Malay). Later work showed that this conclusion required more nuance. The same annotation task carried out with German and Papuan Malay speech materials, both presented to native listeners of each language, showed that Papuan Malay listeners reached higher agreement identifying prominences for German than for their native language [12]. These results were interpreted as an indication that Papuan Malay listeners are sensitive to prominence (i.e. non-boundary) marking, although their language makes little use of it. These results are partially supported by work on word prosody in Papuan Malay showing acoustic, perceptual and lexical support for regular penultimate word stress ([13],[14],[15]). It remains, however, unclear to what extent word stress interacts with phrase prosodic events [5]. F0 movements on the final two syllables in Papuan Malay phrases were largest and often showed a rise on the stressed syllable [16].

While the studies on Trade Malay languages all indicate that the f0 movements in phrase-final position are the most prominent, their function is unclear. While Ambonese Malay only marks boundaries and Manado Malay allows highlighting, the work on Papuan Malay does not suggest a strong distinction between a highlighting and demarcating function. Word recognition studies provide one way to further investigate this issue. It is known, for example, that pitch accents speed up the recognition of words ([17],[18]). Research has also shown that f0 facilitates word recognition when its pattern matches the location of the stressed syllable [19]. For Papuan Malay, such a facilitation effect was indeed found, however, the effect was more consistent when the word was presented in a phrase than when presented in isolation [14], indicating that (prosodic) context plays a crucial role. This is confirmed by cross-linguistic research on the facilitation effect of rhythmical expectations and f0 contour in phrases, regardless of the target word’s acoustic realisation (e.g. [20],[21]). Furthermore, phrase-final position appears to facilitate word recognition to a larger extent than phrase-
medial position [22]. The latter effect has been explained as the result of context; listeners have heard more semantic context and thus become better in predicting upcoming words towards the end of a phrase. In the case of Papuan Malay, it is thus plausible that highlighting is restricted to phrase-final positions, as in Manado Malay. This would support the idea that Papuan Malay makes use of pitch accents. However, if prominent f0 movements always occur in phrase-final positions, listeners also have a reliable cue to detect phrase boundaries in addition to any other boundary cues that may be present. Note that f0 could be used for both highlighting and demarcating, perhaps even synergistically, which challenges the traditional distinction between these two functions of prosody. The question therefore remains how the specific shape of the f0 movement and phrase position affect word recognition in Papuan Malay. Answering this question will shed light on whether phrase-final f0 movements should be interpreted as pitch accents due to their shape (and plausibly alignment with the stressed syllable), as boundary tones due to their position, or as an amalgamate where both f0 and phrase position affect word recognition.

Thus, if phrase-final f0 movements are indeed pitch accents with a particular (rise-fall) shape, word recognition is predicted to be slower when this movement is absent. And if phrase-final position constitutes a privileged location in the prosodic structure, words should be recognized faster phrase-finally than phrase-medially. Both factors are tested in a word identification task outlined in the next section.

2. Method

A reaction time (RT) experiment was set up to investigate native listeners’ word identification latencies in Papuan Malay phrases. The target words appeared in either phrase-medial or phrase-final position and either had an original f0 contour or a manipulated (flat) f0 contour.

2.1. Recordings

For the current experiment recordings from [23] were used, consisting of Papuan Malay words embedded in a matrix clause, read by a male native speaker. The matrix clause was constructed in such a way that the target word appeared either in phrase-medial (1a) or in phrase-final position (1b).

(1a) ko pu kata __ itu, sa blum taw
2SG POSS word __ D.DIST 1SG not.yet know
‘that word __ of yours, I don’t yet know (it)’

(1b) sa blum taw ko pu kata itu, kata __
1SG not.yet know 2SG POSS word D.DIST word __
‘I don’t yet know that word of yours, the word __’

From the recordings a subset was selected for use in the current experiment. Because Papuan Malay makes use of a considerable number of loanwords, only native Papuan Malay roots were selected. Furthermore, several recordings that were unclear due to the low intensity of the speaker’s voice were not used in the current study. The selected set consisted of 20 recordings with phrase-medial target words and 20 recordings with phrase-final target words.

2.2. Design

In the experiment, participants listened to the matrix sentences. Their task was to indicate as fast as possible which target word they heard in the sentence. One stimulus consisted of the entire matrix sentence including the target word in either phrase-medial or in phrase-final position. For each stimulus, participants could choose between two response words, of which only one matched the target. The incorrect response word (distractor) was chosen such that it partially matched the target word. That is, the most frequently occurring syllable structure and stress pattern in Papuan Malay is ‘CV.CV’ [10]. The second syllable of the distractor was identical to the second syllable in the target. This was done to guarantee that the crucial cue to identify the target word was the first (stressed) syllable. Specifically, the distractor was chosen such that the difference with respect to the target was the vowel in the first syllable. This was done to make sure that the most sonorous part of the stressed syllable would always contribute to the identification of the target word. For some distractor words the consonant in the first syllable was also different from the target (due to the limited number of suitable words). For example, when the stimulus was “sa blum taw ko pu kata itu, kata laki” (I don’t yet know that word of yours, the word husband”), the distractor was hoki (plant stem).

2.3. F0 manipulation

From each of the selected recordings (Section 2.1) two versions were created in which f0 was manipulated using Time-Domain Pitch-Synchronous Overlap-and-Add (TD-PSOLA; [24]) as implemented in Praat [25]. It has been shown that the naturalness of speech due to TD-PSOLA resynthesis is somewhat decreased compared to unmanipulated speech [26]. Therefore, in one version, the f0 contour was only stylized using a frequency resolution of 2 semitones in Praat [25]. The stylised f0 contour closely followed the one in the original recording. In this way, the recording would undergo TD-PSOLA resynthesis without a change in the trajectory of the f0 contour. This was done to decrease the naturalness of the stimuli to a level comparable to the other version, which underwent TD-PSOLA resynthesis for the purpose of f0 manipulation. The rationale behind this procedure is that potential side-effects on participants’ response latencies due to naturalness were balanced.

In the other version, the stylised f0 contour and the contour of the target word were flattened such that no pitch excursions occurred within the target word. This was done differently for phrase-medial target words than for phrase-final target words. For phrase-medial words, the original f0 level at the start of the first syllable was maintained throughout the entire word. The rise that originally occurred on the first syllable of the target word was then shifted onto the first syllable of the next word in the matrix sentence (i in itu), see Figure 1 bottom left. In this way, the f0 in the remaining part of the matrix sentence would follow its original contour. As for phrase-final words, the f0 was kept at the level at the start of the first syllable with a declination towards the end of the word (equivalent to the phrase end). The declination was determined by taking the original f0 end point in the phrase. This was done to minimize the impression that the contour was manipulated.
2.4. Participants

In total, 20 native speakers of Papuan Malay without hearing problems completed the experiment for course credit (13 females, 7 males; mean age: 21.2; age range 18-41).

2.5. Procedure

The word identification task was designed using OpenSesame [27]. The experiment consisted of a Python [28] script and 80 wave files (stimuli). For each stimulus, the script generated a screen. The screen displayed the question “Kata mana yang Anda dengar?” (Which word did you hear) and two buttons. On each of the buttons was shown the corresponding key that should be pressed to choose one of the response words (either 1 for the word on the left, or 0 for the word on the right). The response words were written underneath the respective buttons. Target and distractor were randomly assigned as left or right word on the screen, differently for each participant. The stimulus screen was displayed for five seconds in order to let participants familiarize themselves with the two response options and to prepare them to hear the stimulus. During the last three seconds the participant heard three successive tones of 1 kHz that cued the upcoming stimulus. The first two were 250 ms in length and the last one lasted for the entire final second before the stimulus was played. The stimulus screen was displayed until participants had pressed “1” or “0”. Commonly, stimulus onset latencies are reported in word recognition tasks, although stimulus offset latencies better account for differences in stimulus duration [30], which were present in the stimuli of the current experiment. Phrase positions were balanced across the parts of the experiment before and after the break. That is, one half of the participants was presented with phrase-medial targets in the first part and phrase-final targets in the second part. The other half was presented with phrase-final targets in the first part and phrase-medial targets in the second part. The presentation order of the stimuli was random and different for each participant. This was done to balance potential effects of handedness (faster with preferred hand), as well as other side-effects potentially associated with a fixed order (e.g. learning effects).

Before the start of the experiment participants received verbal instructions about the course of the tasks. They were instructed to press the corresponding button on their keyboard as quickly as possible when they heard one of the words displayed on the screen. Then, they took a seat behind a computer and completed two subsequent parts of the experiment. First, they received written instructions on the

![Figure 1: Stylized f0 contours on target words following the original (top) and manipulated (bottom) contour in phrase-medial (left) and phrase-final (right) positions. Target words are segmented on the word level (top tier) and syllable level (bottom tier).](image-url)
screen about their task. To familiarize themselves with the task, participants completed a practice round consisting of five stimuli. At the end of the practice round participants were asked whether they felt they needed to practice more or whether they were ready to start the actual task. When more practice was needed, participants were presented additional stimuli. After each additional practice stimulus, participants could end the practice round. Second, when participants ended the practice session, they were asked to start the actual word identification task. After completing 50% of the actual identification task, participants were instructed to take a short break. The experiment lasted approximately 25 minutes. Results were collected on a computer. RTs shorter than 200 ms after target onset (N = 3) and RTs longer than two seconds after target offset were discarded (N = 1) as these were plausibly the result of erroneous responses.

2.6. Statistical analysis

Statistical analyses were carried out using R [31] and the lme4 package [32]. Linear mixed model analyses (LMM) fit by maximum likelihood (using Satterthwaite approximations to degrees of freedom to calculate p-values) were carried out on the offset RTs with f0 manipulation (2 levels: original, manipulated) and phrase position (2 levels: medial, final) as predictors. Participant and final word in the phrase were included as random intercepts with f0 manipulation as by-participant random slope (the maximal converging model).

3. Results

Figure 2: Boxplots of the RTs to correct target identification in the respective phrase positions and f0 manipulations (white = original, grey = manipulated).

Table 1: Mean RTs (standard deviations) to correct target word identification

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>phrase position</th>
<th>f0 manipulation</th>
<th>RT (ms)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>original</td>
<td>280.79 (281.72)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>manipulated</td>
<td>298.97 (285.62)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>original</td>
<td>129.92 (221.22)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>manipulated</td>
<td>146.24 (234.41)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2 and Table 1 show that participants were faster identifying the target word when its f0 was original and when its position was phrase-final. Results of the LMM showed that f0 manipulation did not have a significant effect (β = 15.57, SE = 16.49, t = 0.95, n.s.), whereas phrase position did have a significant effect (β = 151.55, SE = 25.55, t = 5.93, p < 0.001). The interaction did not show a significant effect.

4. Conclusions

The results of the RT experiment show that only the phrase position, not the f0 shape, has a statistically significant effect on the word identification latencies of Papuan Malay listeners. This outcome indicates that the phrase-final position constitutes a privileged location in the prosodic structure. It can be ruled out that the effect of phrase position in this study was the result of semantic context. The matrix phrase did not provide clues on the basis of which participants could have predicted target words with more accuracy in phrase-final position than in phrase-medial position. For this reason, it can be predicted that in natural Papuan Malay phrases, which do provide a more useful semantic context for predicting upcoming words, the effect of phrase position could be even stronger. Although the manipulated (flat) f0 contour somewhat slowed down participants’ identification times, the shape of the f0 movements is not as crucial as the phrase position. Together, these results favor the interpretation that Papuan Malay does not make use of specific pitch accents. Rather, the main prosodic phenomenon appears to be boundary-related, although, given the fact that tokens with flat terminal f0 contours also facilitated recognition in phrase-final position, it is less clear which particular boundary properties are most important from a processing standpoint. It is plausible that prosodic phenomena such as final lengthening contribute to the acoustic clarity (or prominence) of phrase-final words. In this way, Papuan Malay may be a language that exploits phrase-final positions for both highlighting and demarcating purposes, without strong demands on f0 shape. Concerning demarcation, more perceptual research needs to be done in order to investigate listeners’ ability to detect phrase boundaries when the acoustic properties of phrase-final syllables are manipulated. Furthermore, it is plausible that word recognition is expedited by rhythmic expectations ([20], [21]), such as regular penultimate word stress in Papuan Malay [13]. Determining the role of experiential rhythmic priming in speech processing, including f0 as well as other acoustic cues, could shed crucial light on the potential interplay of word stress and phrase prosody. Research has only begun to scratch the surface in this respect [16] and could fruitfully be extended to other underresearched languages [7]. This small study already demonstrated the importance of broadening typological knowledge of the role of prosody in speech processing and its results challenge the usefulness of traditionally maintained categories of prosodic functions.
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